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Scope and Coverage

This dictionary is a comprehensive source of definitions for terms
related to English literature. It covers a wide range of terms, concepts
and theories related to English literature. A brief biography of many
well known authors has also been included. Over 850 terms are
defined. This dictionary is primarily aimed at supporting
secondary/senior/high school and early tertiary students who are
studying English literature or related subjects. The definitions of terms

and concepts that have been included are most of the major subject
specific words that students will come across when studying English
literature at senior high school. First year undergraduates may also find
it a useful reference point for topic areas that they did not cover at
secondary/senior/high school.

Kind of Information

Meanings and definitions of different terms related to English literature
(e.g. acronymy , act , action, actor, adaptation, etc.) are present here.
All terms in this dictionary are cross referenced and linked for ease of
use. The cross linked terms open in a new page so that students can
fully understand the definition or concept that is being explained. Short
definitions and descriptions of terms are available here. See, see also
reference are also available here.
Some examples are given below for clear understanding.
adjective: A word that is used to modify a noun or pronoun, usually to give a
descriptive meaning. For example ‘shiny’ and ‘scary’.
allusion: A casual reference to any aspect of another piece of literature, art, music,
person or life in general. Authors suppose that the reader will identify the original
source and relate the meaning to the new context. An example of allusion is TS.
Eliot's The Waste Land. See intertextuality.
alternate rhyme: See rhyming couplets.
anastrophe: See syntax.

Special Features

 One may print definitions for personal use as a student or
teacher without any permission but authority do ask that these
print-outs give the URL as the source.
 One can add a term to this dictionary / glossary through specific
HTML code as provided in site. Either by sending definitions or
request that the dictionary would define the term for the users,
new words can be added.
 Links to various social networking sites like Facebook, Twitter
etc. are found.
 Links to other dictionaries of ITS Education (like Accounting,
Business Studies and Economics Dictionary for students,
English Literature Dictionary / Glossary for Students ,
Geography Dictionary / Glossary for Students etc.) are also
available here.

 Quotations of famous persons are also seen like “Books are the
carriers of civilization. Without books, history is silent,
literature dumb, science crippled, thought and speculation at a
standstill.”
--- Barbara W. Tuchman

Arrangement Pattern

Entries are arranged alphabetically. Under an alphabet the entries
which start with that particular alphabet are also arranged
alphabetically. For an example mention may be made of macronic text,
magic realism, malapropism , mainstream, Man Booker Prize,
manuscript , marginalia which come under the alphabet “M”.

Remarks

This online dictionary is one of the most comprehensive dictionaries of
English literature over the Internet for students and others everywhere.
For getting brief information instantly on English literature related
terms this online dictionary plays a vital role.

Comparable Tools

 The Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms
(http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/97801992
08272.001.0001/acref-9780199208272)
 Literary Vocabulary
(http://web.cn.edu/kwheeler/lit_terms.html)
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